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SECTION 2: INTRODUCTION

As mentioned in Bhavana’s documentation of the application [1], BPPV (Benign Paroxysmal

Positional Vertigo) is a medical condition and a cause of peripheral vertigo in patients. Physical therapy

is a useful remedy to alleviate this condition and helps train the brain to resist vertigo. Patients are

prescribed to perform Brandt Daroff maneuvers that trigger vertigo. Over time this therapy helps

reduce the BPPV incidents. For more information on BPPV, please refer to this article.

Bhavana’s application helped the users in tracking incidents and workouts and setting up

reminders for workouts. The extension of this application will be a “Workout Buddy” module that will

help users keep track of their exercises in real time. The user places the phone on his head and

performs the Brandt Daroff maneuvers and the workout buddy application module tracks the exercise

movements and gives real time audio feedback on how the user is performing the maneuvers.

The application keeps track of the accelerometer, magnetometer and orientation readings and

checks for head movements and gives audio feedback based on the exercise movements. The user can

select the number of cycles in the exercise based on how serious his condition is and the workout

buddy will make the user perform the exercises that many times. At the end of the exercise the user is

asked to enter the number of times he experienced vertigo and this is stored in the database as an

exercise log.

For brevity, Brandt Daroff exercises are referred to as simply exercise and 'Mobile Assistant for

exercises for BPPV' as application in the rest of this document.
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SECTION 3: APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS AND ASSUMPTIONS



This chapter lists the assumptions, functional and non-functional requirements of the

application that have been implemented as part of this project. It also identifies requirements planned

as future development. A list of stakeholders with their respective role descriptions in this project is as

follows.

3.1 STAKEHOLDERS



1.



Dr. Matthew Kircher – Client of the application who gave Bhavana valuable inputs on what the

application should and should not do.



2.



Professor Ugo Buy – Academic Advisor who guided with design and implementation of the

application.



3.



Bhavana Singh – executed design, development and testing of the base application except the

“Workout Buddy”.



4.



Amir Shadaab Mohammed – executed design, development and testing of “Workout Buddy”

module of the application.



5.



Users of the application – The users who will install the application from Google play store and

use it.
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3.2 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS



1. A button to start the exercise should be displayed on the screen in the Workout Buddy section.

2. The button to start should be large enough for user to be able to press when phone is attached

to his head.

3. The exercise should start after 5 seconds to give the user enough time to get in the proper

starting position.

4. The Workout Buddy section should have a number picker which allows the user to select the

number of cycles he wants to perform in the exercise.

5. The maximum value for the cycles of exercise should be thirty as this is a large enough number

for one set in Brandt Daroff exercises.

6. The minimum number of cycles of exercise should be one.

7. The actual exercise page should show the Accelerometer and Orientation readings for all three

axis in real time. (Refer Section 4 for more information)

8. If the user is not in the sensor range during an exercise movement, that particular cycle should

be repeated from the beginning.

9. Upon completion of each exercise step a temporary pop-up message should be displayed on

the screen showing which exercise movement was completed.

10. Upon failure of any step, a temporary pop-up message should be displayed showing which

exercise movement failed.

11. Any instructions playing should be stopped when the user moves away from the screen.

12. At the end of the exercise, the user should be given an option to enter the number of vertigos

experienced

13. The user should be able to log all his exercises that were performed using the Workout Buddy.
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3.3 NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

1. The user interface should be intuitive and easy to use.

2. The instructions must be in simple English.

3. Response time of any kind of UI interaction should not exceed 3 seconds.

4. Exercises done with Workout Buddy should be marked specifically.

5. The application should not crash when the user gets a call or when the user moves away from

the application.

6. The application should not crash upon changing the orientation of the phone in any angle or

direction.

7. User should be able to download and install the application from web using provided

instructions.

8. Tutorial video should be streaming without hitches provided an Internet connection is

available.

9. The voice instructions of the application should be in clear voice and spoken in simple English.

10. User should not need to look or hold the phone on which the application is installed while

exercising.
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3.4 ASSUMPTIONS

1.



The application has been developed with a minimum requirement of Android version 4.0 (Ice

Cream Sandwich) and API level 14. The application will not function on lower android versions.



2.



The application has been developed and tested on Android version 4.4 (Kit Kat) API level 19.



3.



The environment used for development is eclipse IDE included in android ADT (Android

Development Tools) running on Ubuntu release 12.04 (CPU – Intel I7, 8GB RAM).



4.



The user’s phone has accelerometer and magnetometer sensors in them.



5.



The exercise starts assuming that the user has the phone placed on his forehead in the portrait

mode with the screen facing outwards. This is the point when the sensors are calibrated and

this is considered as reference point for all exercises.



6.



The user has a band that he can use to attach the phone on his head.



7.



The user is not moving rapidly and is moving slowly during the exercise.



8.



The user does not turn their heads more than 180 degrees during the exercises that requires

them to turn their head.
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